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Planar metamaterials that exhibit a zero index of refraction have been realized experimentally by several
research groups. Their existence stimulated the present investigation, which details the properties of a passive,
dispersive metamaterial that is matched to free space and has an index of refraction equal to zero. Thus, unlike
previous zero-index investigations, both the permittivity and permeability are zero here at a specified fre-
quency. One-, two-, and three-dimensional source problems are treated analytically. The one- and two-
dimensional source problem results are confirmed numerically with finite difference time domain(FDTD)
simulations. The FDTD simulator is also used to treat the corresponding one- and two-dimensional scattering
problems. It is shown that in both the source and scattering configurations the electromagnetic fields in a
matched zero-index medium take on a static character in space, yet remain dynamic in time, in such a manner
that the underlying physics remains associated with propagating fields. Zero phase variation at various points
in the zero-index medium is demonstrated once steady-state conditions are obtained. These behaviors are used
to illustrate why a zero-index metamaterial, such as a zero-index electromagnetic band-gap structured medium,
significantly narrows the far-field pattern associated with an antenna located within it. They are also used to
show how a matched zero-index slab could be used to transform curved wave fronts into planar ones.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Planar metamaterial realizations of double negative
(DNG) metamaterials, i.e., metamaterials in which the per-
mittivity and permeability are both less than zero, as well as
double positive(DPS) metamaterials, i.e., metamaterials in
which the permittivity and permeability are both greater than
zero, have been reported recently, e.g.,[1–7]. Within these
studies, there have been several demonstrations, both theo-
retically and experimentally, of planar metamaterials that ex-
hibit a zero index of refraction within a specified frequency
band. In particular, by matching the resonances in a series-
parallel lumped element circuit realization of a DNG
metamaterial at a specified frequency, the propagation con-
stant as a function of frequency continuously passes through
zero (giving a zero index) with a nonzero slope(giving a
nonzero group speed) in its transition from a DNG region of
its operational behavior to a DPS region[8]. Several appli-
cations of these series-parallel metamaterials have been pro-
posed and realized, e.g., phase shifters, couplers, and com-
pact resonators.

Several investigations have also presented volumetric
metamaterials that exhibit zero-index medium properties; for
instance[9–13]. These zero-index electromagnetic band-gap
(EBG) structure studies include working in a passband
[9–11] and forcing the effective permittivity only to go to
zero to initiate a stop band[12,13]. Introducing a radiating
source into a zero-index EBG with an excitation frequency
that lies within the EBG’s passband, Enochet al. produced
an extremely narrow antenna pattern[9–11].

These zero-index metamaterials stimulated the present in-
vestigation. The properties of passive metamaterials that are
matched to free space and have an index of refraction equal
to zero are presented. The Drude medium model that was
introduced in[14–16] to study causality and other metama-
terial properties is used here to define a medium in which the
relative permittivity Ref«sv0d /«0g=0 and the relative perme-
ability Refmsv0d /m0g=0 at a specified frequencyf0

=v0/ s2pd. The same Drude model is used for both the per-
mittivity and permeability so that the impedance in the zero-
index medium matches that of free space, i.e., the permittiv-
ity «svd=«0s1+xDruded and the permeability msvd
=m0s1+xDruded so that the wave impedanceZsvd
=Îmsvd /«svd=Îm0/«0=Z0. One-, two-, and three-
dimensional problems corresponding to source configura-
tions are treated analytically. Numerical simulations with the
finite difference time domain(FDTD) method of the one-
and two-dimensional source problems confirm these results.
The FDTD simulator is also used to treat the corresponding
one- and two-dimensional scattering problems. In particular,
it will be shown that in both the source and scattering con-
figurations the electromagnetic fields in a matched zero-
index medium take on a static character in space, yet remain
dynamic in time, in such a manner that the underlying phys-
ics remains associated with propagating fields. In the same
manner it will be shown that once a steady state is achieved,
there is zero phase variation at widely separated points in the
zero-index medium. Furthermore, these behaviors are used to
illustrate why a zero-index metamaterial, such as the zero-
index EBG structured medium in[9–11], significantly nar-
rows the far-field pattern of an antenna that is located within
it and how a matched zero-index slab could be used to trans-
form curved wave fronts into planar ones.
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II. FIELD STRUCTURE IN A ZERO-INDEX MEDIUM

Consider Maxwell’s equations:

¹W 3 EW = − ]tfm0sHW + MW dg,

¹W 3 HW = ]ts«0EW + PW d + JW ,

¹W · s«0EW + PW d = r,

¹W · fm0sHW + MW dg = 0, s1d

and their time-harmonic forms

¹W 3 EW v = − jvmHW v,

¹W 3 HW v = jv«EW v + JWv,

¹W · s«EW vd = rv,

¹W · smHW vd = 0, s2d

where the exps jvtd convention is assumed throughout so

that, for example, EW srW ,td=RefEW vsrWdexps jvtdg and PW v

=«0xDrudesvd EW v giving «svd=«0f1+xDrudesvdg. Now con-
sider a medium in which«svd=0 andmsvd=0. The time-
harmonic divergence equations then yieldrv=0, and the
time-harmonic curl equations reduce to

¹W 3 EW v = 0W ,

¹W 3 HW v = JWv. s3d

Since this means¹W ·JWv;0, then the charge conservation

equation jvrv+¹W ·JWv=0 is also satisfied. Thus the spatial
components of the total electromagnetic field behave like a
combination of a constant electric field and a magnetostatic
magnetic field. Their specific values depend on the source
and the zero-index medium configuration.

A. One-dimensional analysis

Consider first a one-dimensional(1D) problem with a
time-harmonic electric current sheet source

JWvsrWd = − H0dszdx̂ s4d

that is located at the center of a semi-infinite, matched zero-
index slab of thickness 2d which is surrounded by free space.
The current sheet will generate plane waves that propagate
along thez-axis. Equations(2) for the fields outside the slab
become

]zEx = − jvm0Hy,

]zHy = − jv«0Ex, s5d

while inside it Eqs.(3) become

]zEx = 0,

]zHy = H0dszd. s6d

Thus we know that outside the slab the fields must take the
form

EW vsx,y,zd = e−jk0suzu−ddZ0H0

2
x̂,

HW vsx,y,zd = sgnszde−jk0suzu−ddH0

2
ŷ for uzu ù d, s7d

where the free space propagation constant(wave number)
k0=vÎ«0

Îm0, while the fields inside the zero-index slab
must have the form

EW vsx,y,zd =
Z0H0

2
x̂,

HW vsx,y,zd =
H0

2
sgnszdŷ for − d ø zø d. s8d

One finds by inspection that the fields are continuous across
the boundariesz= ±d and that the proper discontinuity of the
magnetic field across the source sheet atz=0 is recovered.
One also finds that the average power density

kSWvl = s1/2dResEW v 3 HW v
* d = s1/8dZ0uH0u2sgnszdẑ s9d

is along the +z-axis (−z-axis) for z.0 sz,0d both inside the
slab and outside it. Note that one could have defined the
solution inside the slab by first assigning to it a plane wave
form with the propagation constantk=vÎ«Îm rather than
with k0 and then taking the limitk→0 to obtain Eq.(9).

If the source is driven with the time historyfstd, then the
corresponding time domain results within the slab are simply

EW sx,y,z,td =
Z0H0

2
fstdx̂,

HW sx,y,z,td =
H0

2
sgnszdfstdŷ for − d ø zø d s10d

and outside it are

EW sx,y,z,td =
Z0H0

2
fst − fuzu − dg/cdx̂,

HW sx,y,z,td =
H0

2
sgnszdfst − fuzu − dg/cdŷ for uzu . d.

s11d

Thus, one finds that the 1D field structure generated by a
time varying source in a matched zero-index slab exhibits a
constant spatial distribution within the slab that varies tem-
porally while maintaining the entire propagating plane wave
structure outside it.
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B. Two-dimensional analysis

In the same manner, consider the two-dimensional(2D)
problem of an infinite electric current filament along the
z-axis

JWvsr,f,zd = I0
dsrd
2pr

ẑ s12d

that is embedded in a matched, zero-index semi-infinite cyl-
inder of radiusa that is centered along thez-axis. The solu-
tions of Eq.(3) inside the zero-index cylinder for the mag-
netostatic line source configuration is obtained immediately
with Ampère’s law. The electric field will again be a constant
and should be directed along the electric current direction.
Consequently, the fields inside the cylinder have the forms

EW vsr,f,zd = Cintẑ,

HW vsr,f,zd =
I0

2pr
f̂, s13d

whereCint is a constant amplitude. On the other hand, the
electromagnetic field generated by a line source in free space
is well known[17]. Thus, the fields satisfying Eq.(2) outside
the matched zero-index cylinder have the forms

EW vsr,f,zd = − Cext
vm0I0

4
H0

s2dsk0rdẑ,

HW vsr,f,zd = − Cext
jk0I0

4
H1

s2dsk0rdf̂, s14d

whereHn
s2dsxd is the Hankel function of type 2, ordern and

the constantCext has been introduced to allow satisfaction of
the boundary conditions at the interfacer=a.

Applying the boundary conditions that the tangential
components of the electric and magnetic field must be con-
tinuous across the interface atr=a, one obtains

EW vsr,f,zd =5−
Z0I0

2pa

jH0
s2dsk0ad

H1
s2dsk0ad

ẑ for r ø a,

−
Z0I0

2pa

jH0
s2dsk0rd

H1
s2dsk0ad

ẑ for r . a,6 s15d

HW vsr,f,zd =5
I0

2pr
f̂ for r ø a,

I0

2pa

H1
s2dsk0rd

H1
s2dsk0ad

f̂ for r . a.6 s16d

It is noted that the far-field ratio of the field components
properly recovers the wave impedance, i.e., limr→`Ez/Hf

=−Z0. This conclusion follows from the asymptotic result
limr→`Hn

s2dszd= jnÎ2/pz expf−jsz−p /4dg for integern. Us-
ing the Wronskian identity (54:5:6) of [18] one has
Jn+1szdYnszd−JnszdYn+1szd=2/spzd. This means Reh jH0

s2dszd
3fH1

s2dg* szdj=J1szdY0szd−J0szdY1szd=2/spzd. Conse-
quently, the average Poynting’s flux both inside and outside
the cylinder can be expressed in the form

kSWvl = − s1/2dResEv,zHv,f
* dr̂ =

Z0I0
2

s2pad2

1

uH1
s2dsk0adu2

2

pk0r
r̂.

s17d

The power flow is thus pointed in the outward direction in
both cases.

The time variation form of the electromagnetic field in-
side the matched zero-index cylinder is complicated slightly
by the presence of the wave number and hence the frequency
in the field component terms. Only the magnetic field within
the zero-index cylinder is straightforward. In particular, for
r,a,

HW sr,f,z,td =
I0

2pr
fstdf̂. s18d

The spatial and temporal behaviors of this field are decou-
pled; its spatial variation exhibits the expected spatial mag-
netostatic behavior. The electric field component must be
obtained by Fourier transform, e.g., takingFsvd to be the
Fourier transform offstd and recognizing thatk0=v /c, the
time domain electric field within the matched zero-index cyl-
inder is

EW sr,f,z,td = −
Z0I0

2pa
E

−`

`

ejvtFsvd
jH0

s2dsva/cd
H1

s2dsva/cd
dv

2p
ẑ, s19d

which does not yield a closed form result in general. None-
theless, if the spectrum is centered mainly atf0 and 2pf0a/c
is large enough for the asymptotic approximation for the
Hankel functions to be appropriate, then forr,a

EW sr,f,z,td < −
Z0I0

2pa
fstdẑ. s20d

The electric field, being constant spatially, thus varies coher-
ently in time with the magnetic field.

C. Three-dimensional analysis

Finally, consider the corresponding three-dimensional
(3D) problem. A time-harmonic,z-oriented infinitesimal di-
pole with current momentI0, [the corresponding dipole mo-
ment isp0= I0, / s−jvd] is located at the origin. The current
density thus has the form

JWvsrWd = I0,dsrWdẑ. s21d

The dipole is assumed to be surrounded by a zero-index me-
dium sphere of radiusa that is also centered at the origin,
and this sphere is surrounded by free space. The magnetic
field curl equation in Eq.(3) can be replaced with the vector
potential equation

¹2AW v,h = − JWv, s22d

where the modified vector potentialAW v,h is related to the
magnetic field(rather than to the magnetic induction field)
through the relationHW v=¹W 3AW v,h. It has the solution
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AW v,h =
I0,

4pr
ẑ=

I0,

4pr
fr̂ cosu − û sinug. s23d

Consequently, in the matched zero-index sphere the magnetic
field satisfying Eq.(3) is

HW v =
I0,

4pr2f̂ sinu s24d

and the corresponding electric field in rectangular coordi-
nates is constant:

EW v = Cintẑ= Cintfr̂ cosu − û sinug. s25d

On the other hand, the fields that satisfy Eq.(2) outside the
matched zero-index sphere are proportional to the well-
known infinitesimal dipole antenna expressions[19]

ErsrW,vd = Cext
2Z0I0,

r
S1 +

1

jk0r
De−jk0r

4pr
cosu,

EusrW,vd = Cext jk0Z0I0,S1 +
1

jk0r
−

1

sk0rd2De−jk0r

4pr
sinu,

HfsrW,vd = Cextjk0I0,S1 +
1

jk0r
De−jk0r

4pr
sinu,

EfsrW,vd = HrsrW,vd = HusrW,vd = 0. s26d

Applying the continuity of the tangential field component
boundary conditions at the interfacer =a, one can solve for
the unknown coefficientsCint andCext. With the wave imped-
ance of the exterior dipole field at the radiusr =a being

Zdipole=
Eusr = a,u,f,vd
Hfsr = a,u,f,vd

=
Z0

jk0a

1 + jk0a − sk0ad2

1 + jk0a
s27d

one obtains

Cint = −
ZdipoleI0,

4pa2 , s28d

Cext=
e+jk0a

1 + jk0a
. s29d

Thus, for clarity, the fields in the matched zero-index sphere
have the forms

EW vsr,u,fd = −
ZdipoleI0,

4pa2 ẑ= −
ZdipoleI0,

4pa2 fr̂ cosu − û sinug,

HW vsr,u,fd =
I0,

4pr2f̂ sinu. s30d

The electric field is constant; the magnetic field has the ex-
pected magnetostatic form spatially. The power flow is or-
thogonal to thez-axis, i.e., along the −ẑ3f̂= +r̂ direction.

The time domain electric field in the interior of the zero-
index sphere is difficult to obtain in general because the im-
pedanceZdipole depends nonlinearly on the frequency. How-
ever, if the spectrum is peaked wherek0a@1, thenZdipole

<Z0 and the result is straightforward. On the other hand, the
time domain magnetic field is readily obtained. Thus, when
Zdipole<Z0, one has forr øa

EW sr,u,f,td < −
Z0I0,

4pa2 fstdẑ= −
Z0I0,

4pa2 fstdfr̂ cosu − û sinug,

HW sr,u,f,td =
I0,

4pr2 fstdf̂ sinu. s31d

Thus, the basic spatial field structure in the 3D zero-index
medium is again a constant electric field and a magnetostatic
magnetic field. These field components are then coherently
varying in time. The power flow is real and positively di-
rected away from the current moment axis. The forces expe-
rienced in such a zero-index medium are discussed in the
Appendix.

III. FDTD SIMULATORS

Both one- and two-dimensional finite difference time do-
main simulation experiments were conducted. The 1D, 2D,
and 3D FDTD simulation environments have been used suc-
cessfully in a variety of metamaterial studies and has been
validated with numerous analytical, numerical, and experi-
mental results. They are described in detail in[14–20]. The
one-dimensional simulations considered here used the field
and current componentsEx, Hy, andJx. The two-dimensional
simulations considered here used the field and current com-
ponentsHx, Hy, Ez, andJz.

As in [14–16], lossy Drude polarization and magnetiza-
tion models were used to simulate the zero-index medium. In
the frequency domain, this means the permittivity and per-
meability were described as

«svd = «0F1 −
vpe

2

vsv − jGed
G , s32d

msvd = m0F1 −
vpm

2

vsv − jGmdG . s33d

Several matched zero-index cases were considered. In these
cases the parameters for the electric and magnetic Drude
models were identical, i.e.,vpe=vpm=vp. In all cases, only
low loss values were considered by settingG=Gp=Gm
=1.0310−5vp. This means that the index of refraction had
the form

nsvd = F«svdmsvd
«0m0

G1/2

= 1 −
vp

2

vsv − jGd

= 1 −
vp

2

v2 + G2 − j
G

v

vp
2

v2 + G2

< 1 −
vp

2

v2 − j
Gvp

2

v3 . s34d

Consequently,
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nrealsvd < 1 −
vp

2

v2 . s35d

Thus, by adjusting the plasma frequencyvp, the desired
value ofnreal at a specified frequency was obtained.

In all cases, the center frequency of interest to define the
index of refraction was chosen to bef0=30 GHz, corre-
sponding to a free-space wavelengthl0=1.0 cm. This value
was selected to connect these results to those presented in
[14–16]. For the zero-index cases, i.e., fornrealsv0d<0,
these parameters were simplyvp=2pf0=1.88531011 rad/s
and, hence,G=1.8853106 s−1. Note that all of the results to
be presented can be achieved in a similar fashion at any
desired set of microwave, millimeter, or optical frequencies
with the appropriate frequency values in the Drude models
and the corresponding FDTD simulation parameters.

The input time signals were all the multiple cyclem-
n-m pulses discussed in[14–16]. The functionfstd turns on
in m periods, turns off inm periods, and maintains a constant
amplitude forn periods. These smooth excitation functions
generate minimal noise as the waves are introduced into the
FDTD simulation region. All the cases below used continu-
ous wave(cw) signals that were turned on in five-cycles and
then were held constant for the entire simulation timeTtotal,
i.e., m=5 and sm+ndTp@Ttotal. Thus the input time signal
had its spectrum centered onf0 with a very narrow band-
width.

IV. FDTD RESULTS

The propagation in and scattering from a zero-index
metamaterial were simulated in both 1D and 2D configura-
tions to verify the analytical results. The 1D FDTD simulator
was used to model the response of an electric current sheet
source that was centered in a matched zero-index slab em-
bedded in free space. It was also used to model the scattering
of a plane wave from a matched zero-index slab. The 2D
FDTD simulator was used to model the response of an elec-
tric current filament that is centered in the interiors of infinite
circular and rectangular matched zero-index cylinders and
that is located exterior to an infinite rectangular matched
zero-index cylinder. It was also used to model the scattering
of a large waist Gaussian beam from a matched zero-index
slab. Those Gaussian beam results, however, are essentially
the same as those obtained for the 1D scattering problem;
hence, they will not be presented here. In all cases, the pre-
dicted zero-index behavior was obtained.

A. 1D FDTD simulations

The 1D problem of an infinite current sheet centered in a
matched zero-index medium was simulated first. The spatial
discretization, i.e., the cell size, was set atDz=2.0
310−5 m=l0/500. The time stepDt was set at 0.95 of the
1D Courant value, i.e.,Dt=0.95Dz/c=63.333 fs. The total
simulation space was 20 000 cells long; the source was lo-
cated at the center of this simulation space. The simulation
was run for 30 000 time steps. The matched Drude medium
slab was 10 200 cellss20.4l0d wide and centered on the

source; thus the distance from the source to the edge of the
slab was 10.2l0 in each direction. The noninteger number of
wavelengths of this distance was purposely selected to avoid
any purely resonant lengths in the depth of the slab. The case
of the source radiating in free space was also simulated. The
source was an electric current sheet excited with an initial
amplitude H0/2=1/Z0 so that the resulting electric field
would have an amplitude of 1.0.

The FDTD predicted electric field values at all points in
the simulation space are compared att=7500Dt in Fig. 1 for
the matched zero-index slab case(red solid line) and for the
corresponding free space case(blue dashed line). The dashed
black vertical lines represent the slab boundaries. The solid
vertical green line represents the source. The wave fronts are
propagating from the source towards both the left and right
boundaries of the FDTD simulation region. The free-space
result shows that the field quickly reaches its steady-state
behavior behind its leading edges. On the other hand, the
zero-index result shows the propagation of the envelope of
the excitation signal while a constant field amplitude appears
to be developing behind these fronts. Close examination of
the signal front itself shows that it is actually propagating at
the same speed as in the free-space case. Since the signal
fronts consist of the highest frequencies in the signal and
since the medium looks like free space at those frequencies,
this propagation behavior is in agreement with the dispersive
behavior discussed in[16]. In contrast, the speed of the en-
velope itself is approximatelyc/2, i.e., the real part of the
propagation constant

bsvd =
v

c
nrealsvd =

v

c
F1 −

vp
2

v2 + G2G s36d

yields the group speed

FIG. 1. Comparison of the electric field generated att
=7500Dt by an infinite current sheet driven by a 30 GHz source in
a matched zero-index Drude medium slab and in free space.
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vgsvd = s]vbd−1 =
c

1 + fvp
2sv2 − G2d/sv2 + G2d2g

s37d

so that atf0 whereG /v0!1 one hasbsv0d<0 andvgsv0d
<c/2. This explains the observed(approximately a factor of
2) delay between the signal propagation in free space and in
the matched zero-index slab.

A comparison of the electric field distributions in the
matched zero-index case for the early timest=2500Dt, t
=7500Dt, and t=12 500Dt is given in Fig. 2(a). This con-
firms the appearance of the constant electric field distribution
in the matched zero-index slab. The field has propagated out
of the slab by the timet=12 500Dt, and the initial recovery
of a free space cw signal propagation behavior outside the

slab is observed. The late time behavior is shown in Fig.
2(b). The electric field distributions att=23 500Dt and att
=28 500Dt are shown. Inside the matched zero-index slab
one observes that the field is spatially constant but varying in
time. Outside the slab the field exhibits the free-space cw
signal propagation behavior. The field is continuous across
the interfaces as shown. Examination of the corresponding
magnetic field distributions show that they are scaled ver-
sions of the electric field values, the scaling factor beingZ0.
The time histories of the electric field values measured at the
points 0.2l0 and 5.1l0 to the right of the source are shown in
Fig. 3. It is immediately observed that there is no phase
difference between the two points separated by 4.9l0 once a
steady state is reached. All of these FDTD results are in
complete agreement with the analytical solution given in
Sec. II A.

The 1D plane wave scattering from a zero-index slab was
simulated next. The spatial and temporal discretization val-
ues remained at Dz=2.0310−5 m=l0/500 and Dt
=0.95Dz/c=63.333 fs. The total simulation space was
15 000 cells long. A unit amplitude plane wave was initiated
in the FDTD simulation region through a total field/scattered
field source plane located atz=1000Dz. The front face of the
slab was located atz=5000Dz, 8l0 from the source; and the
depth of the slab was 5000Dz=10l0.

The FDTD predicted electric field values at all points in
the simulation space are compared att=13 500Dt for the
matched zero-index Drude slab case(red solid curve) and for
the corresponding free space case(blue dashed curve) in Fig.
4. The dashed black vertical lines represent the slab bound-
aries. The incident wave propagates for 8l0 before interact-
ing with the slab. The signal propagating in free space has
already cleared the slab. In the zero-index slab the leading
edge of the envelope of the signal is propagating at approxi-
mately half the free space speed. The front edge of the signal

FIG. 2. Electric field generated by the infinite current sheet
driven by a 30 GHz source in a matched zero-index Drude medium
slab.(a) Early times;(b) late times.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the electric field time histories generated
by an infinite current sheet driven by a 30 GHz source in a matched
zero-index Drude medium slab at two spatially separated points
shows that the phase difference between them is zero.
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arrives at the same time as it does in the free-space case. The
electric field distributions at the late timest=24 000Dt and
t=30 000Dt are shown in Fig. 5. The electric field in the slab
is constant spatially, but varying in time, as would be ex-
pected from the source problem. The magnetic field in the
slab is againZ0 smaller than the electric field. The fields at
the front and back edges of the slab are in lockstep with each
other. The time histories for two points in the slab, the first
being 4.8l0 from the front interface and the second being
0.4l0 further into the slab from the first point, are shown in
Fig. 6. These two points are separated by 200 cells and are
equidistant from the center of the slab. As with the source

problem, there is no phase difference between two points in
the zero-index slab once steady state has been reached.

B. 2D FDTD simulations

The 2D FDTD environment with a perpendicularly polar-
ized electric field allowed the introduction of an infinite elec-
tric line current orthogonal to the simulation space(x versus
y, line source along thez-axis). The simulation space was
discretized into squares with a side lengthDx=l0/100
=100mm. The time step was set at 0.95 of the two-
dimensional Courant value, i.e.,Dt=0.95Dx/ sÎ2cd
=22.39 ps.

The line source was first introduced at the center of a
matched zero-index circular cylinder of radiusa=60Dx. The
simulation region was 441 cells3441 cells. The line source
was located at the center of the cylinder. The driving func-
tion was 104fstd to achieve an electric field amplitude on the
order of unity in the cylinder. The FDTD generated electric
field componentEz and magnetic field componentHx values
along they-axis are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respec-
tively, at the late timest=1925Dt andt=2000Dt. The electric
field distribution in Fig. 7(a) is clearly spatially constant
throughout the entire cylinder, but varies in time. On the
other hand, one can see in Fig. 7(b) that the magnetic field
component within the cylinder has taken on the predicted
magnetostatic distribution spatially and also varies in time.
Note that along they-axis the unit vectorsf̂sf=90°d= x̂ and

f̂sf=270°d=−x̂ so that the positive and negative values in

Fig. 7(b) yield Hxx̂~ s1/rdf̂ as predicted by Eq.(18). As
shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), the electromagnetic field within
the matched zero-index cylinder transitions to an oscillatory,
propagating field once it exits the cylinder and enters free
space.

FIG. 4. Comparison att=13 500Dt of the electric field distribu-
tion resulting from a 30 GHz plane wave propagating through a
matched zero-index Drude medium slab and propagating in free
space.

FIG. 5. Electric field distribution at late times resulting from a
30 GHz plane wave propagating through a matched zero-index
Drude medium slab.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the electric field time histories at two
spatially separated points in a matched zero-index Drude medium
slab that result from a 30 GHz plane wave propagating through it
shows that the phase difference between them is zero.
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Two-dimensional contour plots of the electric field ampli-
tude are shown in Fig. 8 for the times(a) t=0, (b) t
=240Dt, and (c) t=1800Dt. The x and y axes and the
matched zero-index cylinder are shown in Fig. 8(a). The line
source is located at the origin at the center of the cylinder.
The constant electric field throughout the interior of the cyl-
inder and the propagating field in the exterior region are
clearly seen in Fig. 8(c). The sequence shows that the elec-
tromagnetic field energy propagates radially outward through
the zero-index cylinder into the free-space region. As dem-
onstrated in the 1D case, comparisons of the time histories at
various locations within the cylinder show no phase varia-
tions between them once steady state has been achieved.

The corresponding electric field amplitude results for the
same line source at the center of a square matched zero-index

cylinder were also obtained. The square cylinder version al-
lows one to see if corners could cause some issues in the
final outcome. It does not. The uniformity of the constant
field over the entire interior of the square cylinder was again

FIG. 7. Field components generated at late times by an infinite
line current driven at 30 GHz in a zero-index matched Drude me-
dium cylinder that is surrounded by free space.(a) Electric fieldEz;
(b) magnetic field componentHx.

FIG. 8. The electric field distribution produced by an infinite
line current driven at 30 GHz and centered in a matched zero-index
Drude medium cylinder that is surrounded by free space.(a) t=0,
(b) t=240Dt, and(c) t=1800Dt.
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obtained. Moreover, one can see that the fields radiated into
free space arise locally as though they are driven by uniform
fields across apertures corresponding to the sides of the
square.

These square cylinder results suggested simulating a ge-
ometry corresponding to the directive emission, electromag-
netic band-gap structure configurations considered in[9–11].
In particular, the same line source was centered in a
1020 cells3120 cells matched zero-index Drude medium
slab. The entire FDTD simulation region was 1061 cells
3561 cells. The electric field amplitude results are shown in
Fig. 9 for the times(a) t=0, (b) t=200Dt, (c) t=800Dt, and
(d) t=2200Dt. Thex andy axes and the matched zero-index
slab are shown in Fig. 9(a); the source is located at the ori-
gin. In Fig. 9(c) one can see that the field radiated from the

zero-index slab propagates away orthogonally to the face of
the slab as suggested in[9–11], i.e., from Snell’s law we
know that the transmitted waves will have a transmitted
angle of zero for any angle of incidence when the index of
the incident medium is zero. The cylindrical wave generated
by the line source will thus be converted into a wave with a
planar wave front as the wave emerges from the matched
zero-index slab. Moreover, as the wave propagates from the
source outward through the matched zero-index slab, the
constant electric field behavior is being established within
the slab. This is indeed what is observed in Figs. 9(c) and
9(d). Figure 9(d) also provides an explanation for the highly
directive emissions in[9–11]. In steady state, one can see
from Fig. 9(d) that the entire face of the slab will have a
uniform electric field distribution across it radiating coher-
ently into free space. Figure 9(d) is in agreement with a
related frequency domain result given in Fig. 3 of[11]. Be-
cause the beam width of the far-field pattern of an aperture is
proportional tol /D, whereD is the largest dimension in the
aperture, the output beam will become narrower as the aper-
ture is made wider. When a dipole antenna is located in a
band-gap structure that acts as a zero-index medium, it is not
the source alone nor the local two or three unit cells near the
source that characterizes the radiation. Rather, the entire area
of the face of the slab determines the far-field radiation be-
havior. Hence, for a source in the center unit cell of an EBG
structure that is, for instance, 20 unit cells wide, the diver-
gence angle of radiation pattern will be approximately 20
times narrower than it would be if only the source were taken
into account because the entire structure now plays a role in
determining the pattern. In fact, many of the recent reports of
highly directional emissions[21–23] from sources modified
by EBG or textured surface structures share this same char-
acteristic.

Finally, because the matched zero-index slab transformed
the cylindrical waves generated by an internal line source
into planar wavefronts, it was anticipated that such a slab
would do the same to the fields radiated by an external line
source. The slab should create an electromagnetic field
within it that has an electric field which is essentially con-
stant spatially throughout, but time varying, when steady-
state conditions are attained. This wave front transformer
was characterized with the FDTD simulator and the FDTD
results confirmed the expected behavior.

The simulation region (x versus y) was 641 cells
3441 cells. The line source was located along they-axis.
The front of the slab was 100 cells from the line source. The
slab dimensions were 600 cells360 cells. The FDTD pre-
dicted electric field intensity distributions are shown in Fig.
10 for the times(a) t=0, (b) t=500Dt, (c) t=1000Dt, and(d)
t=8000Dt. The problem geometry is shown in Fig. 10(a); the
source is located at the intersection of the lines in the top half
of the figure. The cylindrical fronts from the source have
begun interacting with the slab in Fig. 10(b). The initial es-
tablishment of the constant electric field in the center of the
slab and the start of output waves with flat wave fronts are
seen in Fig. 10(c). The essentially spatially constant electric
field throughout the slab and output wave fronts parallel to
the output face of the slab are seen in Fig. 10(d).

The corresponding electric field amplitude results along
the y-axis and along lines parallel to thex-axis are shown in

FIG. 9. The electric field distribution produced by a line source
driven at 30 GHz and centered in a rectangular matched zero-index
Drude medium.(a) t=0, (b) t=200Dt, (c) t=800Dt, and (d) t
=2200Dt.
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Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. The results in Fig. 11 are given
for t=5000Dt andt=10 000Dt. The source region dominates
the results in Fig. 11(a); the zoom-in results in Fig. 11(b)
show that the electric field is spatially constant, but varying

in time within the slab. The slab is located between cells 210
and 270. The results in Fig. 12 are given fort=8000Dt along
the line through the center of the slab and at 100 cells from
the exit face of the slab. They show that the electric field
intensity is nearly constant but with some small ripples
across the slab and some larger ripples across the planar
wave fronts leaving the slab.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The basic properties of source problems in 1D, 2D, and
3D for a matched zero-index medium were considered ana-
lytically. It was demonstrated that in steady state the fields in
the matched zero-index medium are static in character but
the underlying dynamics are that of propagating transverse

FIG. 10. The electric field intensity distribution produced by a
line source driven at 30 GHz external to a rectangular matched
zero-index Drude slab.(a) t=0, (b) t=500Dt, (c) t=1000Dt, and(d)
t=8000Dt.

FIG. 11. The FDTD predicted electric field values along the
y-axis of the simulation space for an external line source radiating
at 30 GHz in the presence of a rectangular matched zero-index
Drude medium slab. A spatially constant, time varying electric field
intensity is generated within the slab.(a) Electric field along the
y-axis; (b) zoom-in.
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waves. The 1D and 2D predictions were confirmed with
FDTD numerical results. A lossy, dispersive Drude medium
model was used for all of the FDTD simulations. The corre-
sponding 1D and 2D matched zero-index scattering problems
were also investigated with the FDTD simulator. For both
the source and scattering problems it was shown that zero
phase variation at various points in the matched zero-index
medium is achieved once steady-state conditions are ob-
tained. It was also demonstrated that cw sources in matched
zero-index media can lead to highly directive beams because
the entire medium will eventually radiate coherently in
phase.

There may be a variety of potential applications for
matched zero-index media beyond their already demon-
strated use for compact resonators and highly directive
sources. These include delay lines with no phase differences
between their inputs and outputs and wave front transform-
ers, i.e., a transformer that converts wave fronts with small
curvature into output beams with large curvature(planar)
wave fronts. These outcomes were demonstrated success-
fully with the FDTD simulations of the 1D and 2D scattering
problems. The Drude model yielded wave speeds that were
c/2. Other metamaterials could be designed by engineering
the permittivity and permeability models to yield a matched
zero-index medium with a tailored wave speed. Complete
spatiotemporal wave front engineering could then be real-
ized. Many of these issues are currently being investigated
and will be reported in the future.
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APPENDIX

For completeness, let us consider the forces that would
exist in a zero-index medium. The mechanical momentum
[24,25] reduces in a zero-index medium to the form

PW m = rmvW =
«rmr − 1

mr

EW 3 BW

c2 = −
EW 3 HW

c2 . sA1d

Consequently, the corresponding instantaneous mechanical
force density

FW m = ]tP
W

m = − ]tSEW 3 HW

c2 D = − ]tS SW

c2D sA2d

is opposite to the electromagnetic power flow represented by

Poynting’s vectorSW. For the 3D dipole case, if one assumes
that the current spectrum isIsvd= I0Fsvd, the average power
flow

SWavesvd =
1

2
F−

ZdipolesvdI0,

4pa2 FsvdẑsinuG
3 F I0,

4pr2F * svdf̂ sinuG
= F1

2
ZdipolesvduIsvdu2GS ,

4pa
D2 1

r2r̂ sin2 u.

sA3d

Consequently, the mechanical force density, Eq.(A2), in a
matched zero-index medium is proportional to the power
feeding the source, is inversely proportional to the square of
the distance from the source, and is directed towards the
source axis.

Note that although the underlying structure of the wave
interactions treated here are transverse in character, an elec-
tromagnetic matched zero-index medium supports both
transverse and longitudinal waves much like a cold plasma
medium does. However, because the permittivity and perme-
ability are both zero in the zero-index case, the dispersion
relations for both types of waves are the same. Thus, the
zero-index transverse waves behave similarly to their longi-
tudinal counterparts, i.e., they behave like a collective mode
(plasmon) of the zero-index medium.

It is intriguing, yet highly speculative, to consider the pos-
sibility that a graviton, a plasmon of the vacuum, might be a
collective mode of a zero-index medium characterized by the
gravitoelectric permittivity«gsvd and gravitomagnetic per-
meability mgsvd [26–28]. In particular, the time-harmonic
form of the wave equation for the scalar potential associated
with a point mass sourceMg located at the origin in such a
medium would be

¹2Cg + v2«gmgCg = + 4pGMgdsrWd, sA4d

whereG is the gravitational constant. The required Green’s
function or propagator is well known; the gravitational po-
tential would thus have the form

FIG. 12. The FDTD predicted electric field values att
=8000Dt along the transverse centerline of the slab and a transverse
line exterior to the slab, 100 cells from the exit face of the slab.
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Cgsr,u,f;vd = − GMg
e−jkgr

r
, sA5d

where kg=vÎ«gsvdÎmgsvd. If the index of the medium is
zero near the frequencyf0=v0/2p, i.e., Î«gsv0dÎmgsv0d
=0, then the standard static gravitational potential is ob-
tained:

Cgsr,u,f;v0d = −
GMg

r
. sA6d

Because the equipotential surfaces are spherical in Eqs.(A5)
and(A6), the corresponding force on a test massm would be
radial and would have an inverse-square distance depen-

dence, i.e.,FW g=−m¹W Cg. Thus, despite the underlying pro-
cesses being wavelike, the fields would have a static spatial

behavior. It is noted that Whittaker made a different but re-
lated observation[29] that a sum of propagating spherical
waves can also produce this static potential. While it is usu-
ally assumed that gravitational waves are propagating at the
speed of light in vacuum[30–32], neither the zero-index re-
sults above nor those in[29] suggest that the speed of a
gravitational wave would bec=1/Î«0m0=1/Î«g0mg0. In
fact, as with the electromagnetic matched zero-index Drude
medium result, one would suggest that the group speed of the
gravitational waves could be different fromc and its explicit
value would depend on the specific dispersion models for
«gsvd and mgsvd. It would be interesting to reexamine sev-
eral gravitational and vacuum polarization models to deter-
mine whether this type of zero-index description is indeed
plausible.
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